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QUESTION 1

Which of the following description about the FusionStorage MDC module is wrong? 

A. MDC (Metadata Controller) is a highly reliable cluster, through HA (High Availability) mechanism to ensure the high
availability and high reliability of the entire system. 

B. MDC through the ZooKeeper cluster, to achieve the reliable preservation of metadata. 

C. The MDC communicates with the VBS (Virtual Block System) to realize the capacity expansion, status query and
maintenance of the system. 

D. MDC through message exchange between the OSD (Object Storage Device), VBS to implement the acquisition and
notification of the OSD, VBS node status changes. 

Correct Answer: C  

 

QUESTION 2

In Huawei FusionAccess DaaS system multi-tenant mode, if sharing a license server, which of the following description
is correct? (Multiple choice) 

A. It is recommended that the operator\\'s management network be isolated from the tenant network 

B. ITA, HDC and WI need to enable dual-NIC, and the license server is in the same network 

C. Each tenant can have a separate VLAN or multiple tenants are divided into the same VLAN 

D. The tenant can monopolize ITA, WI/HDC/DB, AD/DNS/DHCP, have separate VLAN, do not share 

E. with other tenants 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Under the Huawei FusionAccess DaaS scenario, the general requirements of the network logic isolation between the
tenant to ensure security, to avoid attacks. Which of the following is a reasonable network isolation measure? (Multiple
Choice) 

A. Each tenant enjoys a single cluster resource for physical network isolation. 

B. Multi-tenant sharing cluster resources, for management considerations, the two-tier isolation and three-tier isolation
do not need to be deployed at the same time. 

C. When multi-tenant sharing cluster resources, you can adopt VPN isolation or ACL isolation on the Layer 3 network in
the data center. 

D. When multi-tenant sharing cluster resources, the virtualization layer network uses the VLAN- level isolated. 
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Correct Answer: ACD 

 

 

QUESTION 4

The Glance component in Huawei FusionSphere OpenStack provides basic image management functions such as
create, query, delete, and download. Which of the following are the backend storage suppoeted directly by Glance?
(Multiple Choice) 

A. Swift 

B. NFS 

C. Local disk 

D. UDS 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following description about Huawei backup products eBackup feature is wrong? 

A. eBackup In addition to the first full backup, the rest of the backup is incremental backup. 

B. eBackup can backup the container as a unit to be specified backup VM, backup automatically discovered containers
new VM; containers can be a cluster, data storage,etc. 

C. eBackup supports LAN-Free backup and recovery, but requires eBackup to be deployed on a physical server and
requires a good network planning. 

D. eBackup positioning is a virtualized backup, therefore, can not achieve file-level granularity or virtual machine disk
granularity data recovery. 

Correct Answer: D 
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